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Call for Papers
SEGRA 2019, we will be asking some of the big
questions around key issues facing regional Australia
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the roles of government and business in regional development
Where and how does regional Australia fit on the national agenda
How best to fund development in regional Australia
How can we enhance lifelong learning in the regions
What are the benchmarks or thresholds for service delivery
How to ensure dynamic, vibrant healthy economies and communities?

SUPPORTED BY

segra.com.au
SEGRA is Australia’s most credible independent
voice on issues affecting regional Australia
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Action Agendas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forming dynamic and vibrant healthy communities
Integrated lifelong learning and employment in the regions
Delivering quality freight and logistics and distribution services
and connectivity networks
Implementing best practice landscape scale planning and
management
Delivering place-based regional development
Regional Australia and the national agenda
Tourism and Geotourism

About SEGRA
SEGRA is recognised as Australia’s most credible independent voice
on issues affecting regional Australia. The SEGRA conference is
your opportunity to take an active role in advancing regional, rural
and remote Australia. SEGRA, now in its 23rd year, is committed to
enabling regional, rural and remote Australia to source and identify
the knowledge, practices and skills regions require to achieve
successful economic growth and development.
SEGRA is pleased to partner with the Journal of Rural Society to
produce a special edition of SEGRA contributions. There is the
opportunity for blind peer review of these papers if requested. Contact
kate@segra.com.au for more information.

The deadline for the submission of offered papers
is 5:00pm (AEST) on Friday, 29 March 2019
https://segra.com.au/call-for-papers
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Guidelines for
offering a paper

Barooga,
New South Wales

SEGRA is predominantly attended by practitioners, regional

Situated in the centre of ‘the food bowl of Australia’, the

economic development organisations, local councils,

Cobram Barooga district area is renowned for its magnificent

businesses, not for profit and state and federal government

climate and variety of available attractions and activities.

who live, work and invest in regional rural and remote
Australia. A review of the papers from previous years will
assist in pitching your paper.

picturesque sections of Australia’s mightiest river, the
Murray. Visitors are captivated by the lifestyle, with wide

Submitted papers must address the following
•

an alignment with the conference theme;

•

in the presentation of case studies, an outline of the key
learnings and outcomes of the project or program; and

•

The Cobram Barooga area is home to some of the most

applied learning experiences of the project and their
relevance to ecotourism and responsible tourism.

sandy beaches, towering gums and native bushland blending
together to form a unique holiday destination.
The natural environment invites unparalleled wildlife tourism
that covers the Murray River’s best sandy beaches, towering
500-year old Redgums, native bushland, abundant bird life
and Australia’s unique wildlife in their natural habitats.

For further requirements, please visit
https://segra.com.au/

It is a great conference, a great
mix of delegates. SEGRA is a great
forum to drive policy, programs and
projects in rural, remote and regional
Australia and not bogged down in
political issues – SEGRA Delegate

The conference was one of
the best I have ever been to.
Excellent speakers, highly relevant
material and a great networking
opportunity – SEGRA Delegate

Wonderful experience – I really
enjoyed it – especially suitable
for professionals who want to
bring about improvements and
change and have limited access
to think tanks and ideas exchange
opportunities – SEGRA Delegate

The deadline for the submission of offered papers is 5:00pm (AEST) on Friday, 29 March 2019
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